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Abstract

To understand how language influences the vocal communication of emotion, we investigated how discrete emotions are recognized

and acoustically differentiated in four language contexts—English, German, Hindi, and Arabic. Vocal expressions of six emotions

(anger, disgust, fear, sadness, happiness, pleasant surprise) and neutral expressions were elicited from four native speakers of each

language. Each speaker produced pseudo-utterances (‘‘nonsense speech’’) which resembled their native language to express each emotion

type, and the recordings were judged for their perceived emotional meaning by a group of native listeners in each language condition.

Emotion recognition and acoustic patterns were analyzed within and across languages. Although overall recognition rates varied by

language, all emotions could be recognized strictly from vocal cues in each language at levels exceeding chance. Anger, sadness, and fear

tended to be recognized most accurately irrespective of language. Acoustic and discriminant function analyses highlighted the

importance of speaker fundamental frequency (i.e., relative pitch level and variability) for signalling vocal emotions in all languages. Our

data emphasize that while emotional communication is governed by display rules and other social variables, vocal expressions of ‘basic’

emotion in speech exhibit modal tendencies in their acoustic and perceptual attributes which are largely unaffected by language or

linguistic similarity.

r 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Nonverbal and paralinguistic cues provide a rich source
of information about a speaker’s emotions and social
intentions when engaged in discourse (Wilson & Wharton,
2006). Emotions expressed in the face, and to a much lesser
extent the voice, have been studied to elucidate a core set of
emotions—most typically joy/happiness, anger, disgust,
fear, sadness, and surprise (Ekman, Sorenson, & Friesen,
1969; Izard, 1994). While there are various ways for
characterizing the emotional states and affective dimen-
sions which can be expressed in speech, the notion of
categorical emotions which are associated with discrete
forms of expression is deeply entrenched in the literature
(see Cowie & Cornelius, 2003 for a discussion). Many
e front matter r 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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believe that characteristic expressions of basic emotions
‘‘erupt’’ in speech, often involuntarily, as one of the
neurophysiological consequences of experiencing the emo-
tion by the ‘sender’ or encoder of the expression. Perhaps
owing to the biological significance of these expressions to
con-specifics and their importance for adaptive behaviour,
these emotional expressions are believed to possess certain
invariant properties which allow them to be recognized
independent of learning or culture when presented in the
face (Ekman & Friesen, 1971) or in the voice (Scherer,
Banse, & Wallbott, 2001).
The communicative or expressive aspects of emotional

behaviour (e.g., emotional ‘display rules’, Ekman &
Friesen, 1969 are also influenced by socio-cultural dimen-
sions of an interaction. Despite similarities in how
emotions are expressed across human cultures, the
opportunity to express particular emotions and the form
of these displays tend to vary according to cultural norms
(Ekman et al., 1987; Elfenbein, Beaupré, Lévesque, & Hess,
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2007; Mesquita & Frijda, 1992; Scherer, 1997). Moreover,
cultural rules often dictate how males versus females
communicate their emotions in speech or in the face
(Atkinson, Tipples, Burt, & Young, 2005; Goos & Silver-
man, 2002; Hess, Adams, & Kleck, 2005; Hofmann, Suvak,
& Litz, 2006; Wallbott, 1988). Finally, it is well recognized
that individual encoders within a single language or
cultural group further vary in how they regulate their
nonverbal behaviour to express emotions in speech (Banse
& Scherer, 1996; Wallbott & Scherer, 1986) and to achieve
particular social-pragmatic goals, such as to signal
dominance, affiliation, or to create other social impressions
(Hess et al., 2005). It has been argued that individual
differences and personality traits are of central importance
for understanding emotional expressive behaviour (Matsu-
moto, 2006). Collectively, these studies underscore that
social and interpersonal variables play an important role in
how emotions are encoded in speech and other commu-
nication channels, and in how the receiver or decoder

interprets their emotional meaning in many situations.

1.1. Effects of language on emotional communication

If one concentrates on the vocal expression of emotion in
speech (emotional prosody), there is a conspicuous lack of
research which directly compares how individuals from
different linguistic and cultural backgrounds communicate
their emotions. In speech, discrete emotion expressions are
associated with characteristic variations in the acoustic
structure of the speech signal, and the relative perturbation
of specific acoustic cues over the course of an utterance,
which listeners recognize as an utterance unfolds (Banse &
Scherer, 1996; Juslin & Laukka, 2003). The prospect that
vocal emotion expressions vary somewhat across languages
is suggested by research which has presented vocal emotion
expressions for cross-cultural recognition. These studies
reveal that listeners can accurately detect and categorize
vocal emotions when listening to a foreign language
(Albas, McCluskey, & Albas, 1976; Pell, Monetta, Paul-
mann, & Kotz, 2009; Pell & Skorup, 2008; Scherer et al.,
2001; Thompson & Balkwill, 2006; Van Bezooijen, Otto, &
Heenan, 1983), consistent with the idea of basic human
emotions and the existence of shared principles which guide
emotional communication (Ekman, 1992). However, these
same studies also typically demonstrate an in-group
advantage for identifying vocal emotion expressions more
accurately when produced by speakers of the same
language when compared to speakers of a foreign language
(see Elfenbein & Ambady, 2002 for an overview). Thus,
based on the cross-cultural data it can be said that vocal
emotion expressions seem to exhibit a core set of acoustic-
perceptual features which promote accurate recognition
across languages, but that there are also language-specific
differences which lead to an in-group processing advantage
(Pell & Skorup, 2008; Pell et al., 2009).

A separate literature has examined how vocal emotions
are encoded and recognized in the context of specific
languages (see Juslin & Laukka, 2003 for a comprehensive
overview). From this research we know that emotional
meanings in the voice are conveyed by concomitant
changes in several acoustic parameters of speech, including
but not limited to fundamental frequency (pitch), intensity
(loudness), duration, rhythm, and different aspects of voice
quality (Banse & Scherer, 1996). As demonstrated by Juslin
and Laukka’s (2003) meta-analysis, most researchers in the
acoustic literature have measured changes in vocal pitch,
intensity, and speech rate implying that these parameters
are critical features of vocal emotion expressions; in
particular, a speaker’s pitch level (mean), pitch range (or
variation), and speech rate appear to differentiate well
among discrete emotion categories in both acoustic and
perceptual terms (Mozziconacci, 2001; Pell, 2001; Williams
& Stevens, 1972). For example, expressions of sadness tend
to be produced with a relatively low pitch/fundamental
frequency (f0) and slow speaking rate, whereas expressions
of anger, fear, and happiness tend to be produced with a
moderate or high mean f0 and fast speaking rate. In
addition, anger and happiness usually display high f0
variation, whereas fear and sadness often exhibit less f0
variation (Juslin & Laukka, 2003; cf. Banse & Scherer,
1996; Sobin & Alpert, 1999; Williams & Stevens, 1972 for
discussion and exceptions to these patterns). Emotions
such as disgust and surprise have been studied less in the
context of speech and their acoustic-perceptual features are
more controversial, although there is evidence that disgust
is sometimes produced with a low mean f0 (Banse &
Scherer, 1996).
It bears noting that much of the information we have

gained is based on analyses of posed or simulated

exemplars of vocal emotion which were elicited from
professional or lay actors who were native speakers of the
language of interest. Given the close interplay of emotion
and linguistic cues in speech, this investigative approach is
often necessary in practical terms to control for variations
in the linguistic content of utterances, especially when one
of the research goals is to compare acoustic measures of
different emotional expressions in speech which can be
influenced by the segmental and suprasegmental properties
of a language (Pell, 2001). Another characteristic of the
present literature is that much of our knowledge of the
acoustic properties of vocal emotions derives from major
European languages such as English or German. Cur-
iously, there have been few attempts to compare emotional
expressions produced under a similar set of conditions by
speakers of several different languages, especially lan-
guages which vary in their linguistic and/or cultural
similarity. Thus, while there appear to be ‘‘modal
tendencies’’ in how speakers encode discrete emotions in
different languages (e.g, Scherer et al., 2001), this evidence
is derived largely from the perceptual literature and/or
through indirect comparisons of vocal emotion expressions
produced in different languages and with different types of
stimulus materials (words, sentences, nonsense speech, or
spontaneous dialogue, see Juslin & Laukka, 2003).
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Research which has undertaken a systematic, controlled
study of the acoustic and perceptual properties of vocal
emotion expressions in several languages in tandem is still
rare (Burkhardt et al., 2006).

1.2. Research objectives

In the present study, our goal was to directly compare
patterns for expressing and recognizing vocal emotion
expressions which are assumed to possess certain invariant
properties in four distinct language contexts. Given certain
evidence that linguistic and/or cultural similarity could
play a role in how vocal emotions are recognized (Scherer
et al., 2001), we focused on four distinct languages which
varied in a systematic manner in their ‘‘linguistic proxi-
mity’’ and typology: English, German, Hindi, and Arabic.
Whereas English and German are considered closely
related in both linguistic and cultural terms (i.e., both
from the Germanic branch of Indo-European languages),
Hindi is a more distantly related language from the Indo-
European family, and Arabic comes from an entirely
distinct language group (Semitic). In each language
condition, a common procedure was followed: male and
female encoders produced utterances in their native
language to convey a standard set of different emotions
by using their voice; and, recordings of the vocal stimuli
were presented to a native listener group (half male, half
female) who judged the intended emotion of the speaker
for items produced in the same language. By following the
same methods in each language condition, our data
allowed us to examine patterns of vocal emotion recogni-
tion in each language context separately and through direct
cross-language comparisons. We also extracted basic
acoustic measures of the items presented in each language
to compare the acoustic data with emotion recognition
rates across languages. Although it was not the purpose of
this study to present vocal expressions of emotion to
listeners in their non-native language, complementary
studies of this nature are ongoing (e.g., Pell et al., 2009).

One of the unique methodological challenges of studying
vocal communication of emotion is how to isolate
processes related to the encoding/decoding of emotions in
the voice from those of processing linguistic-contextual
cues of the utterance which accompany vocal emotion
expressions; this potential confound affects any investiga-
tion of how emotions are recognized from vocal cues in
speech because listeners may attend to corresponding
linguistic features which bias or conflict with the meaning
of the vocal cues. One way to circumvent the ‘‘isolation
problem’’ is to require speakers to express emotions in
‘‘pseudo-utterances’’ which mimic the phonotactic and
morpho-syntactic properties of the language of interest, in
the absence of meaningful lexical-semantic information
(Pell & Baum, 1997; Scherer, Banse, Wallbott, & Gold-
beck, 1991). It has been shown that such stimuli can be
produced in a relatively natural manner by encoders to
portray a range of vocal emotions. The recorded utterances
can then be judged by listeners, allowing inferences about
the processing of vocal emotions in different languages in a
controlled context where listeners must base their judge-
ments strictly on vocal parameters of the utterances. We
adopted this approach here to determine precisely how
vocal cues operate during emotional encoding and
recognition in each of our four language contexts.
Since there is little precedence for this research in the

vocal literature, firm predictions about the influence of
language on emotion recognition patterns or on the major
acoustic cues involved could not be made with certainty.
Based on our literature review, we expected that individual
speakers/encoders in our experiment would display some-
what different abilities and patterns for encoding emotions
in the voice, and that this would be true for each of our
language conditions under study. We also predicted that
listeners would be capable of identifying each of the target
emotions from pseudo-utterances in their native language
at levels exceeding chance, although one may expect
variations in recognition accuracy and error confusion
patterns when the language conditions are compared.
Overall, it was expected that expressions of anger and
sadness would yield the highest recognition rates in each
language, and that disgust might lead to relatively poor
recognition rates, although more precise patterns for
identifying emotions and their relationship among the four
language conditions was unclear. It was assumed that the
major acoustic parameters of emotion expressions—mean
f0, f0 range, and speech rate—would contribute signifi-
cantly to differences among the emotion categories in each
of the four languages. In light of evidence that vocal
emotions can be recognized across languages, we expected
to find qualitatively similar tendencies in how the acoustic
parameters were associated with specific emotional expres-
sions in the four languages, although the relationship
between acoustic and perceptual measures of vocal
emotion recognition has not previously been described in
this way.

2. Methods

For each of the four languages under study (English,
German, Hindi, Arabic), a common set of procedures was
adopted to construct and validate the stimuli in each
condition. For each language separately, an emotion
elicitation study was first carried out to produce recordings
of vocal emotion expressions from native speakers. At a
second stage, an emotion perception study was undertaken
to measure how the vocal stimuli are perceived by a group
of native listeners and acoustic analyses were performed on
a subset of the stimuli. (Listeners were only presented
stimuli produced in their native language and never in one
of the three foreign languages.) All procedures relating to
the English, Hindi, and Arabic stimuli were executed in
Montréal, Canada, whereas the German stimuli were
prepared in Leipzig, Germany. Since the stimuli represent-
ing each of the four languages were constructed at different
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Table 1

Example of pseudo-utterances produced by speakers of each language in the corresponding emotion elicitation study.

Language

condition

Lexicalized utterance (e.g., fear) Pseudo-utterance (e.g., fear)

English The convict is holding a knife The dirms are in the cindabal

German Sie hat die Messer geschliffen und gezogen (She has sharpened and pulled the

knife)

Mon set die Sonität verfüget ind geschweugen

Hindi
(That convict is holding a knife)

Arabic (The boy is holding a knife)

Corresponding utterances with lexical content which biased the emotion were used to facilitate accurate vocal portrayals of the pseudo-utterances and are

shown for comparative purposes only.
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points in time and for slightly different experimental
purposes, there were some differences in the number and
duration of tokens analyzed when the four languages are
compared (see below).
2.1. Emotion elicitation study

Participants—A total of 16 ‘encoders’, two female and
two male speakers of each language, were recruited to
produce emotional expressions in their native language
(4 encoders� 4 languages ¼ 16 total). All encoders were
native speakers who learned the target language from birth
and continue to use that language in their home environ-
ment (many of the encoders knew additional languages as
well). All English speakers were native to Eastern Canada
(Québec/Ontario dialect) and all German speakers spoke
standard high German. The Hindi speakers spoke standard
Hindi as spoken in the central zone of India; all had grown
up in India, moved to Montreal as adults, and continued to
use Hindi as their dominant language in their social and
work arenas. Arabic speakers were native to the Middle-
East (Syrian/Jordanian dialects) but were studying at
McGill University and had been in Montréal for less than
three years. All encoders were young adults (mean age in
years: English ¼ 22.3; German ¼ 29.5; Hindi ¼ 28.8;
Arabic ¼ 24.8) and were selected for having lay experience
in acting (e.g., in community theatre) or in public speaking
(e.g., radio, member of a public speaking group).

Materials—In each language, a separate list of pseudo-
sentences (English ¼ 30, German ¼ 40, Hindi ¼ 35, Ara-
bic ¼ 20) was constructed by one of the authors who was a
native speaker of that language. Pseudo-utterances were
designed to be produced only by native speakers of the
target language, in a non-emotional (neutral) manner and
in six distinct emotional tones: anger, disgust, fear, sadness,
happiness, and pleasant surprise. Sentences averaged seven
syllables in length (range: 6–14 syllables) for all languages
except for German, where these were longer (averaging 12
syllables).1 For each language, pseudo-utterances were
1The German lexicalized and pseudo-utterances were longer because

they were simultaneously designed for presentation in ERP experiments,

unlike the stimuli for English, Hindi, and Arabic.
constructed by replacing all content words with sound
strings that were phonologically licensed by the language
but semantically meaningless to listeners. Because pseudo-
utterances contained appropriate phonological and some
grammatical properties of the target language and were
therefore quite ‘‘language-like’’ to native speakers
and listeners, they could be produced by native speakers
to effectively communicate emotions following minimal
practice.
To facilitate production of pseudo-utterances which were

emotionally inflected in a way that was as natural as
possible, a list of ‘‘lexicalized’’ utterances was also con-
structed for each language to convey each of the target
emotions through both prosody and the verbal-semantic
content of the sentence. Lexicalized stimuli, although not the
subject of this report, were useful in the elicitation study as a
means for helping the encoders produce pseudo-utterances
with naturalistic inflections to specific emotions that
resembled normal speaking conditions. The semantic con-
tent of lexicalized stimuli varied somewhat from language to
language to ensure that these stimuli contained appropriate
cultural references for each group under examination.
Examples of pseudo-utterances and lexicalized utterances
constructed for each language are shown in Table 1.

Elicitation and recording procedure—Each encoder was
recorded separately in a sound-attenuated room. Pseudo-
utterances conveying neutral affect and each of the six
emotions were recorded in a separate block during the
elicitation study. The order for recording specific emotion
categories was varied across encoders. For each emotion,
the encoder first practiced by producing the lexicalized
utterances to express the target emotion. Following this,
each pseudo-utterance from the list was presented one at a
time in written format; encoders were instructed to first
read and learn each target sentence, often by repeating it
aloud, and then to produce the pseudo-sentence to express
the target emotion (as if talking to the examiner). Encoders
were encouraged to speak in a way that was natural for
them, avoiding exaggeration. During recording, the exam-
iner provided clues to help facilitate production of the
target emotion, particularly at the onset of each emotion
block; for example, the examiner described culturally
appropriate situations which are likely to elicit the target
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2The precise verbal labels used in each language were: for English, anger,

disgust, fear, sadness, happiness, pleasant surprise, neutral; for German, Ärger,
Ekel, Angst, Trauer, Freude, freudige Überraschung, Neutral; for Arabic,

and

for Hindi, .
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emotion (Borod et al., 1998). At no time did the examiner
model possible vocal features of the target emotion to
participants. After each emotion block was completed, a
break was imposed during the recording session to
facilitate the transition between different modes of emotion
expression.

All utterances were recorded onto digital media (audio
or videotape) using a high-quality fixed (head-mounted or
lapel) microphone. Encoders were paid for their participa-
tion. Recordings captured during the elicitation study were
digitally transferred to a computer and saved as individual
sound files, edited to mark the onset and offset of the
sentence. The average duration of the vocal expressions
was 1.73 s for English, 2.99 s for German, 1.33 s for Hindi,
and 1.50 s for Arabic.

2.2. Perceptual-acoustic study

For each language separately, the edited pseudo-
utterances were entered into a perceptual rating study to
determine how each item was perceived by a group of
native listeners. Then, based on the perceptual data, a
subset of the utterances in each language condition were
subjected to acoustic analysis as described in detail below.

Participants—A total of 87 listeners or ‘decoders’ took
part in the study, divided into four separate groups of
young adults who were native speakers of each language
(English: n ¼ 24; German: n ¼ 24; Hindi: n ¼ 20; Arabic:
n ¼ 19). The native listener group tested for each language
condition was equal in the number of female and male
decoders (Arabic: 9 females, 10 males). Participants in the
four groups were also roughly equivalent in mean age
(English ¼ 24.977.9; German ¼ 24.272.8; Hindi ¼ 21.55
73.0; Arabic ¼ 23.975.1) and in years of formal educa-
tion (English ¼ 16.671.9; German ¼ 16.674.1;
Hindi ¼ 16.872.5; Arabic ¼ 15.873.3). Most decoders in
each listener group spoke more than one language (e.g., all
German, Hindi, and Arabic decoders also knew English;
many English decoders knew French). However, as each
decoder only judged emotional pseudo-utterances pro-
duced by encoders of the same language, and all commu-
nication with the participant during testing always
occurred in the native language, the fact that some of the
decoders may have known one of the other languages
included in the study (and possibly other languages) should
not play a role in our experimental design.

Materials and procedure—All of the emotional pseudo-
utterances produced by the four encoders of a given
language were randomly combined and entered into a
perception study, separately by language condition. Due to
differences in the number of pseudo-utterances designed
for each language condition, and after removing a small
number of stimuli for which there were recording artifacts,
a total of 840 utterances were entered into the perception
study for English (30 sentences� 7 emotions� 4 speakers),
1120 utterances for German (40 sentences� 7 emotions� 4
speakers), 980 utterances for Hindi (35 sentences� 7
emotions� 4 speakers), and 555 utterances for Arabic (20
sentences� 7 emotions� 4 speakers). Each decoder judged
a randomized sequence of the items produced in the same
language over a series of blocks presented in two testing
sessions. Decoders were tested individually in an experi-
mental laboratory during two sessions, separated by a 1
week interval. During the experiment, each utterance was
played a single time over headphones controlled by the
computer; after each item, the decoder was instructed to
make two judgements in sequence. First, the participant
categorized which emotion was being expressed by the
speaker from seven alternatives (the six emotions plus
neutral) by selecting the corresponding emotion term from
a printed list on the computer screen or on the button-press
panel.2 Once the emotion of the voice was categorized, a
five-point rating scale appeared on the computer screen
and the participant was required to rate the intensity of the
emotional meaning selected for that item. Decoders used a
button press to indicate each of their decisions and the data
were saved automatically by the computer. Only the data
on how listeners judged the emotion category (and not
intensity) of each stimulus were analyzed for this report.

Perceptual data analysis—Analysis of the perceptual
data began by inspecting the individual performance of the
four encoders in the elicitation study for each language
condition. This allowed us to highlight the extent to which
there were individual differences in the ability to encode
vocal emotions, as this is commonly observed in both
natural settings and artificial paradigms (Scherer et al.,
1991). Even more critically, inspecting individual perfor-
mance features allowed us to estimate how many of the
recorded tokens were likely representative of the intended
target emotion which was critical to our present goals; we
expected that many of the vocal expressions recorded
would not adequately portray the intended emotional
target due to difficulties adhering to the elicitation/
simulation procedure, yielding a number of utterances
which were unnatural sounding or emotionally ambiguous.
We did not want these experimental performance factors
to influence our description of the acoustic-perceptual
features of emotion recognition in the four language
conditions.
To control for these variables inasmuch as possible, we

adopted a criterion to limit all perceptual and acoustic data
analyses to items which obtained a reasonable consensus
about the emotion conveyed by the native listener group.
Previous work suggests that vocal emotions (excluding
surprise and neutral) are recognized at rates approximating
four times chance (Scherer et al., 1991). Accordingly, to
include as many ‘‘valid’’ exemplars as possible, our
criterion here was set at a minimum native-group
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consensus for each item of three times chance performance
in the seven-choice emotion recognition task, or 42.86%
accuracy per item. The frequency and ratio of tokens
considered perceptually valid for each of the 16 encoders
for each emotion type are summarized in Table 2.
For English, applying this criterion led to the inclusion

of 91% (761/840) of the original tokens representing the
seven emotions (participant NA ¼ 87%, SL ¼ 86%,
DF ¼ 94%, MG ¼ 96%). The majority of English items
which failed to reach the validity criterion (442.86%) fell
in the category of ‘‘pleasant surprise’’ (approximately 1/3
of all omitted items). For German, a total of 78% (870/
1120) of tokens were retained (K ¼ 83%, V ¼ 73%,
C ¼ 74%, S ¼ 81%); for this stimulus set, discarded items
fell predominantly in the ‘‘pleasant surprise’’ and ‘‘happi-
ness’’ categories (32% and 27% of omitted items). For
Hindi, a total of 63% (613/980) of the original tokens were
retained (JC ¼ 51%, RM ¼ 45%; AO ¼ 79%; KS ¼ 77%)
which mostly affected the categories of ‘‘disgust’’, ‘‘fear’’
and ‘‘happiness’’. For Arabic, a total of 49% (275/555) of
the original items were retained (FA ¼ 49%, YN ¼ 49%,
IF ¼ 53%, MH ¼ 46%). For Arabic, items which did not
reach the perceptual criterion fell in several categories:
‘‘pleasant surprise’’ (25% of omitted items), ‘‘disgust’’
(19%), ‘‘anger’’ (15%), and ‘‘happy’’ (15%). Across
languages, approximately 1/3 of items deemed perceptually
invalid according to our criterion were meant to commu-
nicate pleasant surprise, and there were several cases where
a single encoder did not produce a valid exemplar for at
least one emotion type (although this did not systematically
occur for the same emotion). In total, our analyses were
based on 2519 perceptually valid emotional exemplars
across languages. Within each language condition, there
was a relatively equal contribution of tokens from each of
the four encoders, although tokens were unevenly dis-
tributed as a combination of encoder and emotion type.

Acoustic data analysis—Acoustic analyses were per-
formed on all valid exemplars of vocal emotion in each
of the four languages (English ¼ 761 tokens,
German ¼ 870 tokens, Hindi ¼ 613 tokens, Arabic ¼ 275
tokens). Given the broad scope of this investigation which
elicited six discrete emotions and neutral exemplars in four
language contexts (2519 tokens in total), acoustic analyses
were limited to three critical parameters that frequently
differentiate among vocal emotion categories: mean
fundamental frequency (f0Mean, in Hertz); fundamental
frequency range (f0Range, in Hertz), and speaking rate
(SpRate, in syllables per second). Acoustic analyses were
performed using Praat speech analysis software and were
always derived from the whole utterance. At the first step,
several acoustic measures (mean, minimum, and maximum
f0; utterance duration) were computed automatically by
Praat for each utterance; then, all frequency measures were
manually inspected and corrected by one of the investiga-
tors when the algorithm led to obvious ‘doubling’ or
‘halving’ errors in pitch tracking (approximately .05% of
all tokens); finally, the three acoustic measures of interest
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were calculated and normalized before conducting any
statistical analyses to allow for valid insights about
emotion expression in different languages which average
across speakers.

Notably, mean vocal frequency varies naturally among
individual speakers (especially as a function of sex) and
absolute differences in f0 range vary as an index of the
speaker’s meanf0. To standardize our two f0 variables
(f0Mean, f0Range), we chose a speaker’s ‘‘resting fre-
quency’’ as the anchor point for referencing all observed f0
values for that speaker. There is evidence that when
speaking in a non-emotional/affirmative manner, each
speaker returns to a highly stable ‘‘resting frequency’’ or
end-point f0 at the end of their utterances which is
characteristic for that individual (Menn & Boyce, 1982).
Accordingly, we normalized the f0 data for each speaker in
reference to the average minimum f0 observed for all
utterances produced by that speaker in the neutral
condition. A single Resting Frequency (in Hz) was
identified for each of the 16 encoders and all normalized
measures for a given speaker were then expressed as the
proportional distance of the observed value in reference to
the speaker’s natural resting frequency.3 To normalize
f0Mean, the computed mean f0 of each utterance in Hertz
was standardized as follows: f0MeanNorm ¼ (f0Meanobserved
�Resting frequency)/Resting frequency. To normalize
f0Range, the observed maximum and minimum f0 of an
utterance were each standardized in reference to the
speaker’s resting frequency using the same formula, and
then the f0Range was computed by subtracting the
normalized f0Min from the normalized f0Max, where
f0RangeNorm ¼ ((f0Maxobserved�Resting frequency)/Rest-
ing frequency)�((f0Minobserved�Resting frequency)/Rest-
ing frequency). For both normalized frequency measures
(f0Mean, f0Range), this meant that a value of 1 for a given
utterance represents a doubling or 100% increase in a
speakers’ resting frequency in that instance which was a
standardized distance across speakers and languages.
Similarly, a normalized f0Range value of 1 would always
mean that a speaker used an expressive range that was
twice the speaker’s resting frequency in that particular
condition (thus normalizing for the effects of f0Mean on
f0Range). Finally, speaking rate was calculated by taking
the number of syllables in an utterance and dividing by the
corresponding utterance duration (in seconds); this yielded
a SpRate measure expressed in syllables per second which
could be reliably compared across speakers, emotions, and
language conditions.

Statistical analyses—All statistical analyses referred to
data obtained for the valid exemplars of emotion for each
language. Within each language condition, we first sought
to exemplify how the six emotions and neutral utterances
3Speakers had the following Resting Frequencies (in Hz): for English,

NA ¼ 154, SL ¼ 150, DF ¼ 103, MG ¼ 91; for German, V ¼ 180,

K ¼ 144, S ¼ 83, C ¼ 91; for Hindi, JC ¼ 137, RM ¼ 167, AO ¼ 91,

KS ¼ 97; for Arabic, FA ¼ 161, YN ¼ 200, IF ¼ 106, MH ¼ 102.
(i.e., seven emotion categories) could be differentiated both
perceptually and acoustically in that language; univariate
and/or multivariate analysis of variance (ANOVA/MA-
VOVA) was performed on the emotional target hit rates
(% accuracy), normalized f0Mean (in Hz), normalized
f0Range (in Hz), and Speaking Rate (syllables/s). In
addition, a discriminant function analysis was performed
on the data in each language condition to determine how
well the seven emotion categories could be classified in each
language based on the three acoustic measures. These
analyses, which were not cross-validated, focused on
differences among the items (rather than participants)
since our main purpose was to generalize about the
perceptual and acoustic features of valid emotional
expressions within each language. (For comparative
purposes, emotion target recognition patterns were simul-
taneously examined by subjects with Emotion as a repeated
measure in the analysis.) Significant effects emerging from
the ANOVAs, whenever relevant, were always elaborated
through Tukey’s (HSD) post hoc comparisons on the
marginal means (po.01). After describing factors in the
recognition of vocal emotion in each language, a final
analysis compared emotion recognition patterns in the four
languages directly.

3. Results

Table 3 presents the mean recognition rates and Table 4
presents the acoustic data for valid exemplars of each
emotion averaged across the four encoders, per language
condition. As expected, despite eliminating tokens which
were poorly recognized owing to presumed difficulties in
the ability to consistently pose emotion expressions, there
was marked variability in how accurately decoders
recognized specific emotions from the voice in each of the
four languages of interest. Based on qualitative inspection
of data in Table 3, it was noted that ‘‘pleasant surprise’’
(hereafter, simply ‘‘surprise’’) tended to result in poor
recognition overall. With a few exceptions, anger, sadness,
and fear tended to result in relatively good recognition
across languages. A tendency for accuracy to be lower in
the Arabic language condition overall when compared to
the English, German, and Hindi conditions was observed.

3.1. Characterizing vocal emotion expressions by language

3.1.1. English

Perceptual data—Emotion recognition patterns for
English are presented in the top panel of Table 3. Visual
inspection of the error patterns suggests that for English,
surprise was frequently confused for happiness (77% of all
error responses to surprise expressions). To evaluate
whether emotional expressions in English differed in how
well they were recognized, a one-way ANOVA was run on
the mean target recognition rates (% correct) as a function
of Emotion type (anger, disgust, fear, sadness, happiness,
surprise, neutral). The effect of Emotion on recognition
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Table 3

Percentage of English (n ¼ 24), German (n ¼ 24), Hindi (n ¼ 20), and Arabic (n ¼ 19) decoders who identified pseudo-utterances according to each

emotion target (averaged for the four decoders).

Language Emotion target Percentage of responses

Anger Disgust Fear Sadness Happiness Surprise Neutral

English Anger 88.4 4.9 0.5 0.4 2.2 1.2 2.4

Disgust 2.4 76.4 1.1 13.3 2.5 1.3 3.0

Fear 0.4 1.3 87.4 4.2 1.1 4.6 1.0

Sadness 0.2 4.2 2.1 90.5 0.2 0.0 2.8

Happiness 2.3 4.7 0.6 1.4 79.6 3.6 7.8

Surprise 2.5 2.7 0.5 0.4 21.9 71.5 0.5

Neutral 1.9 3.3 0.1 9.8 8.1 0.4 76.4

German Anger 88.0 0.6 0.8 0.1 2.4 4.3 3.8

Disgust 3.3 76.6 2.2 1.5 3.7 4.4 8.3

Fear 0.2 3.4 70.8 20.5 0.1 3.0 2.0

Sadness 0.2 4.8 17.4 72.6 0.2 0.5 4.3

Happiness 3.3 0.4 0.5 0.0 59.6 24.8 11.4

Surprise 3.1 0.9 3.4 0.2 21.9 68.8 1.7

Neutral 0.8 1.3 0.4 1.5 0.9 0.8 94.3

Hindi Anger 74.4 12.1 3.4 0.6 4.5 2.6 2.4

Disgust 20.7 63.9 2.1 1.2 6.1 4.0 2.0

Fear 6.6 1.8 75.6 4.9 2.6 4.8 3.7

Sadness 1.0 2.2 8.6 75.7 0.5 0.9 11.1

Happiness 7.4 2.5 2.0 2.8 67.1 12.6 5.6

Surprise 11.1 5.1 3.9 1.0 17.6 57.9 3.4

Neutral 2.0 1.6 2.0 26.1 1.4 0.8 66.1

Arabic Anger 63.1 13.8 4.0 4.2 4.6 1.9 8.4

Disgust 12.4 55.0 5.0 8.8 4.8 2.2 11.8

Fear 6.4 3.3 62.3 10.0 4.7 7.4 5.9

Sadness 2.5 5.3 4.3 74.7 2.2 0.6 10.4

Happiness 2.1 4.8 4.5 5.9 59.9 8.5 14.3

Surprise 7.6 3.4 7.6 0.8 26.0 50.4 4.2

Neutral 6.7 6.9 4.4 14.1 3.2 1.2 63.5
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accuracy was significant when analyzed by subjects, F(6,
138) ¼ 17.15, po0.0001, and by items, F(6, 754) ¼ 31.44,
po0.0001. Post hoc (Tukey’s) comparisons performed on
the subject data revealed that expressions of sadness (91%),
anger (88%) and fear (87%) were recognized significantly
more accurately from English pseudo-utterances than
expressions of happiness (80%), neutral (76%), disgust
(76%), and surprise (72%). Happy expressions were also
recognized significantly better than those conveying
surprise.

Acoustic data—To characterize the relationship among
the perceptually valid exemplars of each emotion and the
three acoustic measures of interest, a one-factor, between-
subjects multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was
carried out on the 761 English items. The three normalized
acoustic measures (f0Mean, f0Range, SpRate) served as
the dependent variables in the analysis, and the seven
emotion types served as the independent variable. Results
of the MANOVA were statistically significant according to
Wilks’ L(0.08), F(18, 2130) ¼ 165.91, po0.001. Univariate
analyses indicated that the influence of Emotion was
significant for f0Mean, F(6, 754) ¼ 435.20, po0.0001,
f0Range, F(6, 754) ¼ 271.89, po0.0001, and SpRate, F(6,
754) ¼ 142.81, po0.0001. Post hoc Tukey’s tests per-
formed separately for each acoustic parameter can be
summarized as follows: for f0Mean, surprise was expressed
with a very high f0Mean, which surpassed fear, then anger,
and then happiness (all contrasts were significantly
different). Sadness, disgust, and neutral expressions were
produced with a significantly lower f0Mean than all the
other emotions, and neutral expressions also exhibited a
lower f0Mean than sad expressions for English. For
f0Range, surprise was produced with the widest f0Range,
followed by anger, followed by fear (all three contrasts
were significant). These three emotions had a significantly
wider f0Range than happiness, disgust, sadness, and
neutral expressions. Happy expressions also surpassed
sad and neutral expressions in their f0Range, and disgust
was greater than neutral. For SpRate, it was noted that
fear was produced significantly faster than all other
emotion expressions, and disgust was expressed with a
significantly slower rate than all other emotions. After fear,
neutral expressions were spoken with the quickest rate,
significantly greater than happy and surprise expressions,
which in turn were significantly faster than anger and sad
expressions (which all exceeded disgust). The manner in
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Table 4

Normalized acoustic measures of valid emotional expressions produced in

English (n ¼ 761), German (n ¼ 870), Hindi (n ¼ 613), and Arabic

(n ¼ 275), by emotion.

Language Emotion Acoustic measure

f0Mean

(Hz)

f0Range (Hz,

Max-Min)

Speaking rate

(syllables/s)

English Anger 0.72 1.39 3.91

Disgust 0.33 0.86 3.20

Fear 1.16 1.21 5.58

Sadness 0.36 0.72 3.91

Happiness 0.49 1.01 4.41

Surprise 1.80 2.86 4.44

Neutral 0.24 0.59 4.75

German Anger 1.08 1.67 4.43

Disgust 0.68 1.28 3.58

Fear 0.79 0.92 4.13

Sadness 0.51 0.79 4.00

Happiness 1.04 2.01 4.65

Surprise 1.63 2.38 4.26

Neutral 0.44 1.28 3.91

Hindi Anger 1.25 1.86 6.39

Disgust 0.75 1.56 4.42

Fear 1.55 1.26 6.19

Sadness 0.41 0.75 4.08

Happiness 0.95 1.65 4.92

Surprise 1.44 1.84 5.43

Neutral 0.24 0.67 5.15

Arabic Anger 0.35 0.81 5.01

Disgust 0.43 1.06 4.33

Fear 0.85 0.88 6.12

Sadness 0.25 0.49 4.94

Happiness 0.57 1.11 4.38

Surprise 1.14 1.72 4.97

Neutral 0.33 0.81 5.57
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which speakers varied their fundamental frequency (i.e.,
f0mean, f0range) and speaking rate to communicate
emotions in English is furnished in Figs. 1a and 2a
respectively, expressed in reference to neutral expressions
which were always plotted at 0.

Discriminant analysis—A discriminant function analysis
was then run to estimate how well the three acoustic
parameters of interest could account for differences among
the seven emotion categories (where all valid exemplars of
each emotion were designated by a categorical grouping
variable). The discriminant analysis produced three sig-
nificant canonical functions (Function 1, F(18, 2130) ¼
164.81, po0.0001; Function 2, F(10, 1508) ¼ 85.43,
po0.0001; Function 3, F(4, 755) ¼ 22.93, po0.0001). The
first canonical function explained 75% of the variance and
correlated positively with both f0Mean (r ¼ 0.98) and
f0Range (r ¼ 0.84). The second function accounted for
23% of the remaining variance and correlated negatively
with SpRate (r ¼ �0.84). The third canonical function
accounted for 2% of the variance and was positively
associated with both SpRate (r ¼ 0.34) and f0Range
(r ¼ 0.29). Overall, contributions of the three acoustic
parameters in this model led to accurate emotional
classification of 58% (443/761) of the perceptually valid
exemplars in English. The success of the classification
function was unevenly distributed across emotion cate-
gories: only 20% (20/102) of happy expressions, 35% (40/
113) of anger expressions, and 40% (48/119) of sad
expressions were correctly classified according to changes
in the three acoustic parameters. In contrast, fear (87%, or
102/117), surprise (86%, 80/93), disgust (73%, 74/101), and
neutral (68%, 79/116) expressions were predicted by the
acoustic data at relatively high levels for English.

3.1.2. German

Perceptual data—Patterns for identifying vocal emotions
in German are reported in the middle of Table 3. Cursory
examination of the error patterns implies that fear and
sadness were often confusable for German listeners in both
directions, and happiness and surprise were also confusable
in both directions. The ANOVA performed on the emotion
target recognition scores yielded a significant Emotion
effect, FSubjects(6, 126) ¼ 50.73, po0.0001, FItems(6,
863) ¼ 95.78, po0.001. Post hoc comparison of the subject
means showed that recognition of neutral expressions in
German pseudo-utterances (94% correct) was significantly
more accurate than anger (88%) and disgust (77%). These
three emotions were recognized significantly better than
sadness (73%), fear (71%), and surprise (69%), which were
associated with comparable recognition rates. Happiness in
German was recognized significantly more poorly than all
other emotions (60% correct).

Acoustic data—The independent effect of Emotion type
on acoustic measures derived from the 870 perceptually
valid German items was examined in a one-factor
MANOVA using the three acoustic measures as dependent
factors in the analysis. The MANOVA was significant
according to Wilks’ L(0.28), F(18, 2436) ¼ 77.61, po0.01.
Follow-up, univariate analyses demonstrated a significant
effect of Emotion on each acoustic measure: f0Mean, F(6,
863) ¼ 170.36, po0.0001; f0Range, F(6, 863) ¼ 153.20,
po0.0001; and SpRate, F(6, 863) ¼ 27.78, po0.0001.
Tukey’s HSD post hoc comparisons showed that for
f0Mean, surprise was significantly higher than anger and
happiness, which were in turn significantly higher than
disgust and fear. Neutral and sad expressions were
expressed with the lowest f0Mean (significantly less than
all other emotions). For f0Range, surprise exhibited the
greatest variability, which was significantly greater than
happiness, which exceeded anger. These three emotions
exhibited a significantly greater f0Range than disgust and
neutral expressions (which did not differ), which in turn
was greater than fear and sadness (which also did not
differ). For SpRate, happy and angry expressions in
German were spoken most quickly, at a rate which
significantly exceeded that of fear, surprise, sadness, and
neutral utterances (which did not differ). Expressions of
disgust were significantly slower when compared to all
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Fig. 2. Mean speaking rate associated with each of the seven emotions for (a) English (n ¼ 761 tokens), (b) German (n ¼ 870 tokens), (c) Hindi (n ¼ 613

tokens), and (d) Arabic (n ¼ 275 tokens). Speaking rate was normalized in reference to the neutral category (where speaking rate ¼ 0) within each

language condition.
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Fig. 1. Mean fundamental frequency (f0) and f0 range (maximum–minimum) associated with each of the seven emotions for (a) English (n ¼ 761 tokens),

(b) German (n ¼ 870 tokens), (c) Hindi (n ¼ 613 tokens), and (d) Arabic (n ¼ 275 tokens). Measures were normalized for each speaker in reference to the

neutral category (where minimum f0 for neutral ¼ 0) and then averaged across speakers within each category.
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other emotions. The acoustic findings for German are
illustrated in Fig. 1b (for f0Mean and f0Range) and Fig. 2b
(for SpRate).
Discriminant analysis—Analysis of the 870 perceptually
valid German items, with the three acoustic measures as
predictor variables, produced three significant canonical
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functions (Function 1, F(18, 2435) ¼ 77.62, po0.0001;
Function 2, F(10, 1724) ¼ 34.66, po0.0001; Function 3,
F(4, 863) ¼ 21.51, po0.0001). The first canonical function
accounted for 79% of the variance and correlated
positively with both f0mean (r ¼ 0.94) and f0Range
(r ¼ 0.69). The second function accounted for 16% of the
variance and was associated with f0Range (r ¼ 0.67),
whereas the third function explained 5% of the variance
and was positively correlated with SpRate (r ¼ 0.93).
Overall, the discriminant function for German correctly
predicted the emotional category of 49% (424/870) of the
perceptually valid items recognized by decoders. Again,
there were marked differences in how the acoustic data
predicted specific emotion categories: the most poorly
classified emotions in German were anger (28%, 44/158),
disgust (32%, 39/121), and fear (41%, 53/130). The model
was relatively more successful at classifying neutral (53%,
84/158), sadness (59%, 77/130), happiness (60%, 54/90),
and surprise (88%, 73/83) in German.

3.1.3. Hindi

Perceptual data—Patterns of emotion recognition for
Hindi are furnished in the middle of Table 3. Visual
inspection of these data reveals that disgust was often
confused with anger (57% of all errors to disgust stimuli),
and neutral expressions were frequently confused for
sadness (78% of all errors to neutral stimuli). The ANOVA
performed on the recognition data yielded a significance
influence of Emotion when analyzed by subjects, FSubjects(6,
114) ¼ 2.64, po0.05, and by items, FItems(6,606) ¼ 24.37,
po0.001. For the subject data, post hoc tests showed that
sadness (76%), fear (76%), and anger (74%) were
recognized most accurately by Hindi decoders, significantly
better than happiness (67%), neutral (66%), and disgust
(64%). Surprise was recognized significantly worse than all
other emotions (58%).

Acoustic data—The three acoustic measures obtained
from the 613 emotional expressions for Hindi were entered
as dependent variables in a MANOVA with Emotion
as the independent factor. Results of the MANOVA
were statistically significant, Wilks’ L(0.17), F(18,
1709) ¼ 83.81, po0.001. One-way ANOVAs on each
acoustic measure yielded a significant Emotion effect on
all three parameters: f0Mean, F(6, 606) ¼ 159.66,
po0.0001, f0Range, F(6, 606) ¼ 73.55, po0.0001, and
SpRate, F(6, 606) ¼ 125.06, po0.0001. Following post hoc
(Tukey’s) tests, it was found that Hindi speakers expressed
fear and surprise by elevating their f0Mean; these two
emotions displayed a significantly higher f0Mean than
anger, which in turn surpassed happiness and disgust.
Sadness and neutral expressions were produced with a
significantly lower f0Mean than all other emotions. For
f0Range, surprise, anger, and happiness exhibited the
widest f0Range, which was significantly greater than
disgust and fear. Neutral and sadness exhibited a
significantly reduced f0Range when compared to all other
emotions. For SpRate, expressions of anger and fear
displayed the highest speaking rate for Hindi, which was
significantly greater than surprise, neutral, and happiness
(the speaking rate of surprise was also greater than
happiness). Disgust and sadness demonstrated a signifi-
cantly slower speaking rate than all other emotions. These
patterns are presented graphically in Figs. 1c and 2c.

Discriminant analysis—Analysis of the 613 Hindi items
in relation to the three acoustic variables of interest
produced three significant canonical functions (Function
1, F(18, 1708) ¼ 83.82, po0.0001; Function 2, F(10,
1210) ¼ 50.74, po0.0001; Function 3, F(4, 606) ¼ 55.57,
po0.0001). The first canonical function explained 70% of
the variance and correlated positively with f0Mean
(r ¼ 0.92), SpRate (r ¼ 0.82) and f0Range (r ¼ 0.60). The
second function explained 17% of the variance and
correlated most strongly with SpRate (r ¼ 0.55), whereas
the third function (13% of the variance) correlated
positively with f0Range (r ¼ 0.66). Overall, the three
canonical functions for Hindi led to accurate emotional
classification of 56% (343/613) of the perceptually valid
items. The most poorly classified emotions for Hindi were
happiness (18%, or 14/78 items) and surprise (35%, 31/88),
whereas the discriminant functions resulted in increasingly
accurate classification of disgust (51%, 32/63), fear (60%,
43/72), sadness (68%, 92/135), anger (69%, 67/97) and
especially neutral (80%, 64/80).

3.1.4. Arabic

Perceptual data—Patterns for recognizing vocal emo-
tions in Arabic are furnished in the bottom panel of Table
3. Qualitative analysis of confusion patterns among the
emotion categories suggests that expressions of surprise
often tended to be confused for happiness (53% of all
errors to surprise). An ANOVA confirmed that target
recognition accuracy in Arabic was influenced significantly
by Emotion, FSubjects(6, 108) ¼ 4.16, po0.01, FItems(6,
268) ¼ 15.07, po0.001. Post hoc comparisons for the
subject data showed that expressions of sadness (75%
correct) were recognized best overall, significantly better
than all other emotions (which ranged from a high of 63%
for anger and neutral to a low of 50% for surprise).

Acoustic data—As before, a one-factor MANOVA was
carried out with the seven Emotion types serving as the
independent variable, and the three acoustic measures
acting as the dependent variables (acoustic measures were
obtained from the 275 perceptually valid Arabic utter-
ances). The MANOVA results for Arabic were significant
according to Wilks’ L(0.19), F(18, 753) ¼ 32.98, po0.01.
Univariate analysis of each dependent variable yielded a
significant Emotion effect for f0Mean, F(6, 268) ¼ 69.18,
po0.0001, f0Range, F(6, 268) ¼ 23.94, po0.0001, and
SpRate, F(6, 268) ¼ 26.66, po0.001. For f0Mean, post hoc
tests revealed that Arabic speakers produced surprise with
a highly elevated f0Mean which was significantly greater
than fear. The f0Mean for all other emotion expressions
was significantly lower than that of surprise and fear
(happiness was also significantly higher in f0Mean than
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anger and neutral). For f0Range, surprise demonstrated a
significantly wider f0Range than all other emotions and
sadness demonstrated a significantly smaller f0Range than
all other emotions. Happiness also displayed a wider
f0Range than anger and neutral expressions. For SpRate,
fear was expressed with the fastest speaking rate, which was
significantly greater than neutral, which in turn was
significantly faster than anger, surprise, and sadness.
Disgust and happiness were expressed with a significantly
slower speaking rate than all other emotions (see Figs. 1
and 2).

Discriminant analysis—This analysis which included the
275 valid tokens in Arabic yielded three significant
canonical discriminant functions (Function 1, F(18,
752)=32.96, po0.0001; Function 2, F(10, 534)=19.49,
po0.0001; Function 3, F(4, 268)=11.63, po0.0001). The
first function accounted for 70% of the total variance and
was strongly correlated with f0Mean (r=0.94). The second
canonical function explained 23% of the variance and
correlated with f0Range (r=0.78) and SpRate (r=�0.73)
which were inversely related. The third function accounted
for 7% of the variance and was positively correlated with
f0Range (r=0.51) and SpRate (r=0.50). This model
successfully predicted the emotion category of 53% (145/
275) of the perceptually valid items for Arabic. Anger
expressions were very poorly predicted by these acoustic
parameters (5% of all items, or 2/38), followed by disgust
(42%, 11/26) and happiness (46%, 17/37). There was
comparatively good classification of neutral expressions
(58%, 30/52), sadness (69%, 46/67), fear (69%, 33/48), and
surprise (86%, 6/7), although the latter emotion was
distinct in its very small number of valid tokens in this
language condition.

3.2. Characterizing vocal emotion expressions across

languages

A final stage of analysis looked at qualitative and
relational differences in how the seven emotion categories
Table 5

Comparative summary of the perceptual and acoustic data for the seven emo

Emotion Target recognition f0Mean f0Rang

Eng Ger Hin Ara Eng Ger Hin Ara Eng G

Anger A B A B C B B DE B C

Disgust C C B CD E D D D E D

Fear A DE A B B C A B C E

Sadness A D A A E E E E F E

Happiness B F B BC D B C C D B

Surprise D E C D A A A A A A

Neutral BC A B B F E F DE F D

# ranks 4 6 3 4 6 5 6 5 6 5

Relative differences in the perceptual and acoustic measures are expressed as s

‘‘A’’ is always the highest value. Means with the same letter were not significant

condition specified by each of the two letters (Duncan’s Multiple Range Test,
were communicated when the four languages are compared
directly. In addition to showing the emotional target hit
rates in each language, Table 3 exemplifies the emotional
confusion patterns observed for decoders of English,
German, Hindi, and Arabic. Qualitative inspection of
these patterns reveals certain cross-language tendencies,
and many differences, in the direction of errors witnessed
during vocal emotion recognition. If one looks simply at
the most frequent error response for each emotion category
across languages, there was a systematic error observed for
only two emotional expression types: surprise was always
misjudged as conveying happiness; and neutral utterances
were always most frequently mislabeled as conveying
sadness. In three of the language conditions, anger was
confused with disgust (English, Hindi, Arabic), although
sometimes for surprise (German). Fear was confused in
relatively equal proportions with surprise and sadness in
three languages (English, Hindi, Arabic), although pre-
dominantly for sadness in German. Happiness was
misjudged as sounding either neutral (English, Arabic) or
as surprise (German, Hindi). Results for sadness and
disgust were even more variable across languages: sadness
was mislabeled as disgust (English), fear (German), or
neutral (Hindi, Arabic); whereas the most frequent
confusions for disgust were sadness (English), neutral
(German), or anger (Hindi, Arabic).
To further understand relational differences among the

seven emotion categories across languages, Table 5
summarizes the key perceptual and acoustic measures
reported in each separate language condition in the form of
significant ranked differences between each measure.
Inspection of Table 5 permits a number of general
observations: first, the recognition of anger, neutral, fear
(with the exception of German), and sadness tends to be
more accurate in the vocal channel in all languages,
whereas surprise and disgust tend to be recognized
relatively poorly when compared to the other emotions
(happiness tends to assume an intermediary position). As
well, one can see that emotions that tend to be recognized
tions across languages.

e Speech Rate Classification (%)

er Hin Ara Eng Ger Hin Ara Eng Ger Hin Ara

A D D B A C 35 28 69 5

B BC E F D D 73 32 51 42

C CD A CD A A 87 41 60 69

D E D DE E C 40 59 68 69

B B C A C D 20 60 18 46

A A C BC B C 86 88 35 86

D D B E C B 68 53 80 58

4 5 5 6 5 4

ignificant, ranked differences observed in each language condition, where

ly different, and means with two letters did not significantly differ from the

po0.05).
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well across languages are not always predicted well by a
classification function restricted to variability in f0Mean,
f0Range, and speech rate (especially for anger), although
this showed similar tendencies across languages. The way
that speakers of a particular language used certain acoustic
parameters to signal emotions also differed at times (e.g.,
German speakers tended to express fearful and neutral
expressions slowly, whereas speakers of the other lan-
guages tended to produce these expressions relatively
quickly).

To visualize how valid emotional exemplars separated
acoustically and to evaluate whether this was systematic
across languages, the 2519 individual tokens were dis-
played in a scatterplot for each language as shown in
Fig. 3. Since f0Mean and f0Range correlated most strongly
with the first (and major) canonical function in our
discriminant analysis of each language, tokens were plotted
according to changes in only these two acoustic variables.
Overall, it can be seen that there was considerable overlap
among the emotion expressions in each language, with the
greatest dispersion of exemplars produced in English (and
Fig. 3. Scatterplots showing the distribution of all valid emotional exemplars

fundamental frequency variation (f0Range). Measures were normalized for e

neutral ¼ 0). (a) English (n ¼ 761 tokens), (b) German (n ¼ 870 tokens), (c) H
the least in Arabic). Sad expressions, which exhibited low
f0Mean and f0Range, clustered systematically in each
language, while fear and surprise expressions were often
quite distinct from other exemplars in their high f0Mean
and/or f0Range. There were few anger or happy expres-
sions which were acoustically distinct in each language
based on combined f0Mean/f0Range.

4. Discussion

Vocal expression is a primary and phylogenetically
significant part of the human repertoire for communicating
emotions independent of language (Cosmides, 1983;
Wilson & Wharton, 2006). However, most commonly
these expressions are realized in the context of speech,
according to the prevailing structure of the language in
usage, which could influence the physical form of vocal
emotion expressions (Pell, 2001) and/or how they are
interpreted from one language to another (Juslin &
Laukka, 2001). To our knowledge, no previous work has
compared the acoustic-perceptual underpinnings of vocal
in each language according to mean fundamental frequency (f0Mean) and

ach speaker in reference to the neutral category (where minimum f0 for

indi (n ¼ 613 tokens), and (d) Arabic (n ¼ 275 tokens).
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emotion expressions in multiple language corpora simulta-
neously in an empirically rigorous manner (although see
Fónagy & Magdics, 1963 for descriptive analysis of vocally
expressed emotions in Hungarian, English, German, and
French). Our results merit attention because, unlike many
previous studies, they are based on a vast number of items
(over 2500 sentences) produced by 16 different speakers
who each contributed a relatively equal number of tokens
within the respective language condition (cf. Banse &
Scherer, 1996 who included 16 cases per emotion in
German, where 3 of their 12 speakers contributed 88%
of the analyzed tokens). Thus, our data act as an important
starting point for discussion of how vocal emotions are
recognized within and across languages, and how emotion
recognition patterns are associated with major acoustic
dimensions of spoken language such as f0 and speech rate.

4.1. Recognition of specific emotion types within and across

languages

Our initial comparisons focused on four language
contexts—English, German, Hindi, and Arabic. In each
of the languages studied, our data reinforce the claim that
discrete emotions can be identified strictly from vocal
inflections of the native language at accuracy levels which
are well above chance (Banse & Scherer, 1996; Juslin &
Laukka, 2001; Scherer et al., 1991; Sobin & Alpert, 1999).
Consistent with many of these reports, the overall emotion
recognition rates in each language context ranged between
four and six times what would be expected by chance in our
task (English ¼ 81%, German ¼ 67%, Hindi ¼ 69%, Ara-
bic ¼ 59%, chance ¼ 14%). This level of accuracy is not as
high as one might expect if our stimuli had contained
lexical-semantic features which bias the emotional target
(e.g., Borod et al., 2000). Here, our stimuli were
constructed to restrict emotion recognition processes to
the use of vocal cues by employing pseudo-utterances
without meaningful semantic language content which
sounded ‘‘language-like’’ to each native listener group
(see Banse & Scherer, 1996; Laukkanen, Vilkman, Alku, &
Okanen, 1996 for similar approaches). Given our methods,
there can be little doubt that expressions of presumably
‘basic’ emotions investigated here have perceptually
distinct vocal properties in each of the languages under
scrutiny which were familiar to native listeners, irrespective
of the anomalous nature of linguistic information present
in the stimuli.

Although emotion recognition tended to be reliable
overall, the relative ease by which specific emotions could
be recognized from vocal attributes of the speech signal
varied significantly in the four languages of interest. For
English and Hindi listeners, recognition was most accurate
for sadness, anger, and fear, whereas Arabic listeners were
relatively accurate for these three emotions as well as
neutral expressions. For German listeners, neutral and
anger expressions were recognized most reliably, followed
by disgust, sadness, and fear. Taken together, these
patterns imply that certain emotions are systematically
recognized with greater accuracy from vocal cues in the
four languages: principally, anger and sadness, and to a
lesser extent, fear and neutral expressions. The finding that
anger and sadness are most accurately identified from
emotional prosody has considerable precedence in the
literature (Banse & Scherer, 1996; Johnson, Emde, Scherer,
& Klinnert, 1986; Kramer, 1964; Murray & Arnott, 1995;
Thompson & Balkwill, 2006; Wallbott & Scherer, 1986)
and is corroborated clearly here for English, Hindi, and
Arabic (and in part for German). Current evidence that
fear can be recognized accurately from the voice in
different languages is also supported by previous research
(Banse & Scherer, 1996), although existing data pertaining
to this emotion are mixed (cf. Johnson et al., 1986; Scherer
et al., 1991; Schröder, 1999; van Bezooijen et al., 1983).
Some researchers argue that fear is the only emotion which
is recognized preferentially from vocal cues when com-
pared to facial expressions (Levitt, 1964; Zuckerman,
Lipets, Koivumaki, & Rosenthal, 1975), implying that
expressions of fear possess salient properties in the vocal
channel which promote good recognition across languages.
Our cross-language comparisons are largely consistent with
this idea. As demonstrated by Juslin and Laukka (2001),
the ability to recognize fear (as well as anger) is
significantly dependent on the intensity of these expressions
when studied experimentally; this could explain some of the
discrepancies among studies in which the intensity of fear
expressions may not have been adequately controlled, as
well as in our own data for German where fearful
expressions were not recognized as well as in the other
languages (see below for further comments).
Happiness was recognized by native listeners with

moderate accuracy in English, Hindi, and Arabic and very
poorly in German, mirroring previous data which show
that this emotion is often not reliably detected in the voice
(Levitt, 1964; Pell, 2002; Wallbott & Scherer, 1986; Scherer
et al., 2001; Zuckerman et al., 1975). It is well known that
facial expressions of joy/happiness render a processing
advantage and/or ceiling effects in many emotion proces-
sing tasks (Juth, Lundqvist, Karlsson, & Ohman, 2005;
Pell, 2005; Russell, 1994; Wallbott, 1988); this result is
probably due to the perceptual salience of the smile which
is highly distinctive in the face (Shimamura, Ross, &
Bennett, 2006). In speech, our cross-language data under-
score that while most studies include only one or two
‘‘positive’’ emotions in their data set, this does not confer
an advantage on listeners in the ability to recognize
happiness from prosody. Rather, one can speculate that
many negative emotions such as anger, fear, and sadness
(i.e., grief or despair) are communicated most effectively in
the voice because the antecedent events of these expres-
sions—situations of aggression, loss, and physical dan-
ger—must be communicated urgently to con-specifics and
with high signal value, often over distances when joint
visual attention cannot be established (Scherer, 1997).
However, since happiness was sometimes confused with
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pleasant surprise (especially in German), it is also possible
that some decoders failed to differentiate strongly between
categories with a positive valence in our task, contributing
to a high number of ‘‘happy’’ errors in these conditions.

In relative terms, disgust and surprise were the most
difficult emotions to recognize in all four languages (with
the exception of disgust in German which yielded moderate
levels of recognition). For disgust, this outcome was
expected because this emotion is ubiquitously associated
with poor recognition when judgments are restricted to
vocal attributes of speech (Banse & Scherer, 1996; Juslin &
Laukka, 2001; Levitt, 1964; Scherer et al., 1991). None-
theless, it merits emphasizing that absolute recognition
rates for disgust in the four languages were always high
(55–77% across languages), and our data show that disgust
was not systematically confused with another emotion
(with the exception of anger in Hindi), indicating that there
is a distinct ‘‘voice of disgust’’ contrary to previous
speculation (e.g., Banse & Scherer, 1996).

For surprise, several factors may have contributed to the
perceptual data for this emotion. First, it is clear that
surprise was the most difficult emotion for speakers to
simulate in our encoding study for all four languages,
forcing a larger proportion of these stimuli to be discarded
prior to our main experiment (particularly for Arabic).
This implies that in a laboratory setting, problems at the
encoding stage are likely to be more pronounced in the case
of surprise. In each language condition, native listeners
then demonstrated relative difficulties in the ability to
recognize surprise when compared to most other emotions
(Levitt, 1964; Wallbott & Scherer, 1986), although again
absolute recognition rates for this emotion ranged between
50% and 72% across languages. We noted that surprise
was frequently identified as ‘‘happiness’’ in relatively equal
measures in each of the four languages; this pattern implies
that (pleasant) surprise expressions are interpreted as
intense expressions of joy or elation by many listeners.
Indeed, it is noteworthy that not all emotion theorists
consider surprise a ‘basic’ emotion with strongly invariant
properties (Ekman, 1992) which could explain some of the
error confusions in our data. Nonetheless, it is undeniable
that many decoders of English, German, Hindi, and Arabic
could successfully detect vocal cues which differentiate
surprise from other emotions in speech, and as shown in
Table 2, certain speakers were extremely adept at encoding
this emotion in a highly distinctive manner (e.g., DF and
MG for English, RM for Hindi).

Finally, given evidence that ‘‘neutral’’ utterances were
identified reasonably well from the voice in each language,
it is remarkable that there has been little concrete debate
about the nature of neutral vocal expressions in speech.
Vocal stimuli designed to be affectively neutral are
routinely employed in forced-choice recognition tasks as
they were here, and also as a comparative baseline for
understanding behavioural (Pell, 2005), electrophysiologi-
cal (Paulmann & Kotz, 2008) and hemodynamic (Kotz et
al., 2003; Mitchell, Elliott, Barry, Cruttenden, & Woodruff,
2003) responses to specific vocal emotion expressions. The
neutral mode is often adopted strategically by encoders to
conceal overt cues to emotion or when the speaker’s
intention is to highlight the propositional message and its
information content to the listener (e.g., in certain
instructional contexts, news reports, or when attempting
to appear ‘‘objective’’). Our data indicate that neutrality in
the voice has unique perceptual properties and acts as a
reliable response category for assigning meaning to vocal
cues in each of the four languages under study (indeed, this
category was associated with the highest recognition rates
for German, or 93% correct). Recently, we have shown
that a subset of these neutral expressions produced by the
English, German, and Arabic speakers reported here can
be recognized dependably by monolingual Spanish listeners
in a cross-cultural setting (Pell et al., 2009). This bolsters
the argument that neutral vocal expressions have recogniz-
able properties in the voice much like the basic emotions,
such as anger and sadness.

4.2. Acoustic characterization of vocal emotion expressions

The relationship between perceptual recognition patterns
and physical properties of vocal emotion expressions was
evaluated by focusing on a very small number of acoustic
parameters, but those which are widely viewed as critical
for differentiating emotions in speech. Given the broad
purview of our report on different language types,
narrowing our focus to three major acoustic parameters
allowed us to constructively infer whether these cues
contribute in a similar manner to emotional expressions
as a function of language (e.g., through discriminant
function analyses). Expectedly, our analyses confirmed that
f0Mean (i.e., relative pitch level), f0Range (i.e., long-term
pitch variation), and speaking rate each contributed to
differences among the seven emotion categories for
English, German, Hindi, and Arabic (a main effect of
Emotion was highly significant for each parameter in each
language condition).
However, as acoustic patterns as opposed to individual

parameters are thought to govern how discrete emotions
are recognized (Sobin & Alpert, 1999), it is even more
instructive that f0Mean, f0Range, and SpRate always
contributed significantly in a combined manner to classify
items according to their perceived emotional meaning when
a discriminant function analysis was carried out in each
language condition. Interestingly, in each language studied
we found that a single canonical function accounted for the
large majority (70–80%) of variance in the acoustic data
across emotion types; this function was always most
strongly correlated with a speaker’s f0Mean, in isolation
(Arabic) or more typically in combination with f0Range
(English, German, Hindi). These results support a well
entrenched view: that global settings of f0 level (mean) and
deviation around this point (range/variation) are cues
of paramount importance for communicating vocal emo-
tions in spoken language (Bachorowski & Owren, 1995;
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Mozziconacci, 2001; Williams & Stevens, 1972). At the
same time, our findings stress that f0 interacts with other
cues such as speech rate to specify emotions even when the
number of acoustic cues examined is highly restricted, as
was true here.

In fact, given the large number of acoustic parameters
which have been attributed to emotional expressions
(Banse & Scherer, 1996; Juslin & Laukka, 2003), it is not
surprising that changes in f0Mean, f0Range, and SpRate
did not account for many of the perceived differences
among valid exemplars of the seven emotion categories.
The overall success of our discriminant analyses for
classifying the 2519 items into their emotion categories
was 54%, a rate that was relatively comparable across
languages (English ¼ 58%, German ¼ 49%, Hindi ¼
56%, Arabic ¼ 53%). This outcome compares with data
reported by Banse and Scherer (1996) who, in the context
of limited items, estimated a classification success rate of
around 40% for 14 emotions in German based on 16
different acoustic parameters (including related measures
of f0Mean, f0Range, and SpRate). The observation that
the three acoustic parameters of interest here explained a
relatively similar proportion of the variance among
emotion expression types in four distinct languages is
novel and potentially important; this finding implies that
speakers of English, German, Hindi, and Arabic exploit
these parameters in relatively equal measure to differentiate
a common set of ‘basic’ emotions, consistent with the idea
that these signaling functions are dictated by modal
tendencies independent of language structure (Pell et al.,
2009; Scherer et al., 2001).

4.3. Acoustic correlates of specific emotion types

The relationship between the acoustic parameters and
specific emotion types demonstrated a number of consis-
tencies with the reported literature. As shown in Table 5/
Fig. 3, we observed remarkable consistencies in the
expression of sadness across languages: these expressions
were uniformly slow in rate, produced with a low f0Mean,
and restricted f0 range/variation (Pell, 2001; Sobin &
Alpert, 1999). It has been suggested that sadness shares the
fewest acoustic properties with other emotion expressions
(Sobin & Alpert, 1999) and this level of acoustic distinc-
tiveness in the speech signal could explain why this emotion
is consistently recognized accurately in the voice. For the
other emotions, we found that fear exhibited a relatively
high f0Mean, moderate to narrow f0Range, and with the
exception of German, a very fast speech rate (Juslin &
Laukka, 2001; Siegman & Boyle, 1993; Williams & Stevens,
1972). Disgust and surprise, although the most difficult
emotions to recognize, exhibited rather distinctive acoustic
features when our data are examined: disgust always
exhibited a very low f0Mean and was produced with the
slowest speech rate (Juslin & Laukka, 2001; Scherer,
London, & Wolf, 1973), whereas surprise invariably
displayed the highest f0mean and f0Range of all emotions
(Fónagy & Magdics, 1963; Laukkanen et al., 1996; Scherer
et al., 1973). Acoustic patterns corresponding to anger and
happiness in our data were perhaps the most variable
across languages, as is also documented in the wider
literature (see Juslin & Laukka, 2003). For example,
f0Mean and f0Range of anger expressions were both
relatively high in Hindi, moderate in English and German,
and low in Arabic.
For anger, acoustic differences may be partially due to

the fact that some of our items encoded ‘‘hot anger’’ (i.e.,
rage or intense frustration) instead of ‘‘cold anger’’ (i.e.,
threat) despite our attempts to control for this factor in our
study (we instructed actors to produce a cold or
‘‘controlled’’ anger in the encoding study). Cold anger
tends to exhibit a moderate or low f0Mean and f0Range,
whereas hot anger is distinct in its relatively high f0Mean
(and increased loudness, Banse & Scherer, 1996; Frick,
1986; Scherer et al., 1973; Whiteside, 1999). Anger
expressions produced by our Hindi speakers may have
been more reflective of hot anger than in the other
language conditions, explaining the use of a high f0Mean
and f0Range by these speakers, although we cannot
exclude the possibility that these patterns reflect cross-
language differences in the use of f0 in this particular
context.
Similarly, the observation that German speakers were

the only group to produce fear with a slow speaking rate
(and a markedly narrow f0Range) suggests that, unlike the
English, Hindi, and Arabic speakers, they may have been
conveying anguish or sustained fear as opposed to ‘‘panic
fear’’; this is another distinction that is known to produce
independent acoustic patterns in speech (Banse & Scherer,
1996; Fónagy &Magdics, 1963). Alternatively, the fact that
our German utterances were much longer than those
produced by the English, Hindi, and Arabic speakers may
have contributed to these differences; quite possibly, it felt
unnatural for the German speakers to produce long
sentences in a fearful or panicked voice, causing them to
express an anguished form of fear with a relatively slow
speaking rate. Controlling better for utterance complexity/
length and for the ‘‘type’’ and intensity of emotional
expressions under study remain an ongoing challenge for
researchers, although these factors are likely to influence
the acoustic structure of emotional speech in a significant
manner.
Whereas sadness and fear tended to be recognized well

and exhibited distinct acoustic parameters from other
emotions, there is an apparent discrepancy in our
perceptual-acoustic comparisons for anger. As shown
above, this emotion is detected reliably in the voice
although these expressions often do not differentiate well
from other emotions in the context of our three acoustic
measures (see Sobin & Alpert, 1999 for similar findings
when 12 distinct acoustic measures were included).
Discriminant analyses further underscored that f0Mean,
f0Range, and SpRate do a poor job in specifying perceived

anger; anger expressions were classified very poorly in
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English (35% correct), German (28% correct), and Arabic
(5% correct), although not in Hindi (69% correct).
Accumulating research highlights the importance of loud-
ness/amplitude variation and especially changes in voice
quality and energy distribution for characterizing vocal
anger (Banse & Scherer, 1996; Fónagy & Magdics, 1963;
Gobl & Chasaide, 2003; Sobin & Alpert, 1999; Williams &
Stevens, 1972). Our findings furnish indirect support for
the importance of these additional cues which are likely
critical for recognizing anger in many languages. The fact
that Hindi speakers provided more distinct f0 cues could
explain why anger was accurately predicted by the acoustic
cues in this one language; more importantly, this observa-
tion highlights the likelihood that speakers have certain
flexibility in what acoustic strategies they adopt to
communicate emotions, both within and across languages.

4.4. Caveats and conclusions

There has been legitimate debate about whether research
on simulated emotions, in the face, voice or other channels,
should be treated as representative of how humans
communicate emotions spontaneously (e.g., Russell,
1994). One reason that we studied vocal emotions
simulated by lay actors was to tightly control the nature
of the stimuli in each context; by eliciting ‘‘pseudo-
utterances’’ stronger claims can be made about how
emotional prosody is interpreted independent of language
cues in stimuli that are nonetheless ‘‘language-like’’ in
many ways. Moreover, we agree with researchers who
assume that emotional portrayals are based on natural
expressions, and thus, that they contain similar or even
identical acoustic properties (Banse & Scherer, 1996; see
Juslin & Laukka, 2001 for an analysis). Nonetheless, even
professional and lay actors vary in the degree to which they
are able to encode vocal emotions (Wallbott & Scherer,
1986) and this point is clearly demonstrated by the results
of the encoding study conducted for each language
condition (review Table 2). Thus, it is likely that individual
preferences and abilities at the stage of encoding vocal
emotions contributed in an important manner to our data,
despite our attempt to focus analyses on only items which
were perceptually valid in reference to the intended
emotion category.

Another problem we encountered is that the background
experience of the 16 ‘‘lay actors’’ was difficult to control
and may have been influenced to some extent by cultural
factors; whereas most of our encoders in the English,
German, and Hindi groups tended to have acting
experience (e.g., training or experience in theatrical
productions of some nature), this art form and form of
training is less culturally prevalent in regions where our
Arabic speakers originated. Instead, most Arabic encoders
tended to have experience in public speaking. These
differences may explain why absolute identification rates
tended to be lower for most emotions in the Arabic
condition relative to the English, German, and Hindi
conditions overall. At the same time, it has been suggested
that portrayals by trained actors which yield exaggerated

expressions of emotions tend to interfere with accurate
recognition (Wallbott, 1988) and we found no evidence of
this trend in our data. Thus, we are confident that the vocal
stimuli elicited in this study, while obviously simulated and
not the product of spontaneous communication processes,
were not exaggerated or unnatural to listeners and that our
findings are useful for estimating how vocal emotions are
communicated in everyday life.
Another hypothesis which can be examined in light of

our data was that linguistic similarity might lead to greater
overlap in how vocal emotions are recognized (e.g., Scherer
et al., 2001). The four languages examined here can
arguably be placed along a continuum of linguistic
similarity according to typology ranging from English
and German (Indo-European, closely related) to Hindi
(Indo-European, distantly related) to Arabic (non-Indo-
European, unrelated). This design permits a relatively wide
perspective on how vocal emotions are communicated as a
function of language beyond the well-studied European
languages (e.g., English, German, Swedish, Dutch) to
include major world languages such as Hindi and Arabic.
In general, our data provide few indications that acoustic
and/or perceptual patterns varied systematically as a
function of linguistic similarity; rather, there appeared to
be systematic tendencies which governed how well certain
emotion types are recognized in the voice, and in the
importance of specific acoustic parameters which seem
essential for communicating emotions, but these patterns
occurred irrespective of language or language typology.
The idea that linguistic similarity does not strongly

predict how well vocal emotions are recognized is
supported by related studies which have tested this directly
through cross-cultural presentation of emotional utterances
in a listener’s native versus a foreign language (Pell et al.,
2009; Thompson & Balkwill, 2006). Of special interest,
when a subset of the English, German, and Arabic pseudo-
utterances reported here were presented to 61 monolingual
speakers of Spanish, we found that the participants could
identify basic emotions equally well in all three foreign
language conditions (ranging from 56% to 59% correct
overall); this level of accuracy was only slightly (albeit
significantly) lower than when the listeners identified vocal
emotions from native, Spanish pseudo-utterances (64%
correct; see Pell et al., 2009 for details). These findings
allow the claim that vocal emotion expressions contain
pan-cultural acoustic-perceptual properties which promote
accurate recognition of emotions in a foreign language,
irrespective of linguistic similarity, although the efficiency
of vocal emotion processing is typically reduced in the
cross-cultural setting (Pell & Skorup, 2008; Pell et al.,
2009). Naturally, more comparative and cross-cultural
research will be necessary before definitive claims can be
made about how linguistic and/or cultural similarity
influence emotional communication in the voice or through
other channels (Matsumoto & Assar, 1992).
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In closing, our research shows that speakers of four
distinct languages exhibited many similarities in how they
express and identify vocal expressions of emotion, despite
important differences in the language they were speaking
and in their linguistic-cultural backgrounds. These modal
tendencies likely reflect properties of natural, coded signals
which are used to communicate emotions in speech (Wilson
& Wharton, 2006), and which are shared in large measure
across languages. However, speech is unique in that it
encodes vocal as well as linguistic information that can bias
an emotion; our study does not speak to the relative weight

given to prosody versus semantic cues when interpreting
the emotional content of spoken language and whether this
varies as a function of language. For German, there is some
evidence that semantic cues have a greater influence than
prosodic cues during on-line processing of emotional
speech (Kotz & Paulmann, 2007), although prosody may
play a stronger role than linguistic cues when interpreting
emotions in certain ‘‘context-dependent’’ languages such as
Japanese (Kitayama & Ishii, 2002). Thus, while our data
highlight that discrete emotions display many cross-
language similarities in their acoustic-perceptual proper-
ties, they do not inform the degree to which these attributes
actually contribute to pragmatic interpretations of spoken
languages which involve vocal, linguistic, facial, and other
contextual parameters, and which inform a speaker’s
emotion or attitudes. This is an area of research that is
ripe for investigation.
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